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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an School is that the sequence of death and life
is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.

“When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times, in re-
sponse to something they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or
they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the
half of the body; or again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.”

A true student gives a shout, and to with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.    The teacher, not
discerning that this is an objective circumstance, goes after it and performs a lot of antics with
it.    The student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a disease of the
vitals which no doctoring can cure: it is a called    “the guest examines the host.”

Yesterday I gave teisho on the portion of the text which says, “Sometimes in response to
some thing they may manifest a form.”    When host and guest meet, when the subject self and
the object self meet first they must exchange words, but also they do this other activity of in re-
sponse to some thing manifesting a form.    This is a very difficult part in the text.    For a begin-
ner Roshi, or a novice Roshi it would be very difficult for them to explain it.    

And there’s another difficult thing that is spoken about.    He speaks about acting with
one’s whole body.    This whole body action is also something that occurs when subject and ob-
ject meet.    We may say that to use one’s whole body and act with one’s whole body is difficult,
and yet if one does this whole body action in the spirit of dana, in the spirit of giving, then there
is not any problem at all.    In Japan there is a lot of religious donating, giving money to religion.
This is called dana.    But it isn’t the real giving unless it’s done with one’s whole body.    That is
the perspective of prajna, the perspective of wisdom.    

Then they also mention another difficult thing, this thing of picking up a tricky and mak-
ing a display of joy or anger.    Now this joy that is spoken of, when one thing meets another
thing, like the fan hitting the chair, a sound comes up, that is the joy.    The Chinese character “ki
喜” which means joy in this case in not the same ki as let’s say the ki in weather (tenki 天気)
or the ki in Aikido (合気道) or the ki in to “kiai (気合い),” to shout, it’s a different Chinese
character.    So leaving aside the question of “kiai,” the shout which is given in the martial arts,
when one thing meets another thing and this sound comes up then we call it joy.    

When one uses one’s whole body then there’s no trouble at all to manifest this activity of
joy.    If you use your whole body and you bump into a boulder then you’ll see there’s no trouble,
there’s no problem.    If you use your whole body and you swim in the water then you’ll see,
there’s no trouble.    When man and woman meet, if they use their whole body, just see, there’s
no problem.    When both parties are using their whole body and they meet then the true joy and
the true anger appear.    There’s no kind of thinking such as, “That’s good,” or “That’s unaccept-
able.”    

And then he speaks about revealing half of the body.    This also is a difficult thing to un-
derstand. He’s talking about something different than the using of the total body when you act.
When he talks about revealing the half of the body he is speaking about the appearance of the
function of consciousness. (Add:    “This is also what he means by “tricky device” kigen.    The
“gen 権” means skillful means, and the “ki 機” means the entire body.”)    Whether you say
half the body or a third of the body, whatever, there’s a certain portion of the body, it doesn't mat-
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ter what you say, but if you’re not using your total body then you will not be able to accomplish
your goal, and so the activity of consciousness will come up.     When he talks about using a
tricky device, and using the half of the body we can interpret these as being the same.    

And then Rinzai repeats himself kindly again and gives another example of upaya, or
skillful means and says that one can manifest one’s self as riding a lion, or mounting upon an ele-
phant.    Of course in Buddhism when you hear to ride a lion everyone will think of the bod-
hisattva Manjushri who rode a lion.    This principle is the principle of the manifestation of the re-
sult, the manifestation of the world of things, (of the home.)    This home, this world of things
that’s manifested is the complete home so it’s the home that nobody can see.    

When subject and object separate from one another then the incomplete self appears.
The activity of Manjushri bodhisattva is the very activity which points clearly to this principle.    

When we talk about the unification of subject and object, well, all existent things are
manifesting some kind of form.    They are manifesting the activity of some kind of color, or
some kind of sound.    They are manifesting many and various different conditions, but when
subject become one then this is what is pointed to by the activity of riding the elephant (this is
the condition in which form has disappeared).

When the come together then the world of the child disappears.    The subject also disap-
pears. The object also disappears.    The world of past, present, and future disappears.    In Japan
now there are many young Roshis, but these Roshis who are just green, novice Roshis can’t re-
ally grasp this kind of place in the text.    In Buddhism we say that when subject and object be-
come one, when the worlds of past, present, and future disappear then that is the world of zero,
that is the world of the activity of emptiness.    People talk about truth or the natural principle of
things, or the ultimate truth, but this ultimate truth that people talk about, nobody can know it,
nobody can see it.    It is the activity of zero.

We can’t just plow forward in the text here because there are some new people who came
today so we have to go back and explain the background too.

What Rinzai has said from the very start is that the living activity is the activity of tatha-
gata-thus-going, and the dying activity is the activity of tatha-agata-thus-coming.    These two ac-
tivities, we can call them plus and minus, and it’s also fine to call them living and dying, and
these two activities when they meet one another they become one and they also face one another.
This repetitive activity of unification and facing is the principle that Tathagata Zen explains.
And the repetition of appearing and disappearing, of coming forth and then hiding, this repetitive
activity also is what Rinzai says is the most obvious, the most clear principle that one could
imagine.    And Rinzai says that if you’re a student of Zen then you must examine this most care-
fully.    You must examine this principle until you can see it for your self.

And then Rinzai explains right from the text that, “when host and guest meet they vie
with one another in discussion.    At times, in response to something they may manifest a form; at
times they may act with their whole body; or they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a
display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the half of the body; or again they may ride a lion or
ride an elephant.”    

And although I just spoke about this part it wasn’t sufficient, it wasn’t in enough detail so
I’d like to talk about it again.    So please listen up.    The condition of the origin is the complete,
perfect condition, and because it’s the complete condition it is the condition that has gone    be-
yond all comparison.    There is nothing    to be compared to anything else.    There is only one
complete perfect thing.    And so the condition of completion is a one and only unique condition.
So just as a way of explaining it, just as a temporary skillful means of explaining it we can say
that this great cosmos is not two.    There is only one single great cosmos.    

The activity which forms the cosmos itself is the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.
We can also say that the very content of the great cosmos are these same two mutually opposing
activities.    In the Zen world it seems like these days there are some incredibly terrible teishos
being given by Roshis.    Some people give me books of teishos and so I read then and I think,
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“Wow, this really is terrible.    Could this be a Roshi?    This is a famous Roshi?    I can’t believe
it.”    But these kind of teishos seem really popular.    So I want all of you to listen carefully to the
teisho being given here.

And as I’ve been saying up until now, if you personify the activity of the condition of the
origin, this activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, you can give it character and call it kokoro in
Japanese, the activity of heart/mind. And if you analyze the activity of heart/mind then you can
see that it is made up of the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    And the condition of the ori-
gin is the condition in which the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are doing the cyclic
repetitive activity of on the one hand unifying with one another and on the other hand facing one
another over and over again.    

The way we do Zen practice is to name these two activities in an even more concrete
way, and say that the tatha-gata activity, the living activity is the activity of man, and the tatha-
agata activity, the dying activity should be grasped as the activity of woman.    When you think
that Zen practice is some kind of extremely difficult practice then you are thinking in a way that
Zen practice is completely separate from the world of human relationships.    But a kind of prac-
tice which is not involved in human relationships, it’s irrelevant. We are people.    So when you
get in to actually putting your Zen into real practice then we grasp the plus-living activity as the
male activity, and the minus-dying activity as the female activity.    

When this plus and minus become completely one then it’s perfect, it’s the zero condi-
tion.    That is the result.    And before this condition of complete oneness came into being them
plus and minus were facing one another.    The condition of facing becomes the condition of one-
ness, the condition of oneness becomes the condition of facing.    This repetition over and over
again is what we call the situation which is the root source, the origin.

And what particularly Zen emphasizes, what Buddhism teaches us is that when we per-
sonify this activity of the origin and call it the activity of heart/mind we can also say that when
heart/mind, when kokoro is doing the activity of the origin that it’s doing the activity of true
love.    If I say that much then of course you’ll understand that we human beings must do this
thing called Zen practice.

And as I repeat often, over and over again, through this process, during this process of the
condition of the origin, of plus and minus facing one another and unifying over and over again fi-
nally a new unique kind of activity occurs called jonetsu 情熱 in Buddhism, or the heat of feel-
ing, and through this appearance of jonetsu the two activities actually separate from one another.
The activity of jonetsu, of the heat of feeling is taking one very small portion of the complete ac-
tivity of heart/mind and making one hundredth or one hundred millionth of that activity its con-
tent.      And this is what I always am telling you, that this is when the three worlds all of which
are incomplete, when these three incomplete worlds first appear.    The incomplete world of plus,
the incomplete world of minus, and the incomplete world that has a small amount of both plus
and minus.    And hearing this I’m sure you will be startled and think, “Wow, those koans like
Joshu’s Mu, or Unmon’s Gate (Or Unmon’s Dew), all of those old koans are a synch.”    But not
understanding this principle your koan practice is a messy mess and you are simply dragged
around by your Roshi.

And I always say that the present moment which has appeared here is the very foundation
of all existent beings.    And patriarchs of the past have explained using a very simple phrase, and
you can also find it in the sutras, this phrase one is three and three is one.    This expresses the
idea that the three worlds appear from the world of the origin.     And in contrast to the three
worlds when we try to explain the world of the origin in a succinct way we say 不一不二, fuichi-
funi, in Japanese, not one not two, not two not one.    But now we are in the world which is the
world of past, present, and future.    We can’t see the world of the origin from here.    

But who is it that thinks this?    The self is that which has the present moment as its con-
tent.    The self can look upon past and future, but it cannot look upon the condition of the origin.
But what I’m saying is that the self is able to think about the condition of the origin and think,
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“The condition of the origin is something like this, or something like that.”    But just thinking
about it isn’t the real thing.    When the present moment completely makes the worlds of past and
future its content then the complete world, the world of the origin appears.    When the self does
make the activities of past and future, or we could say the worlds of past and future totally its
content then there’s no need to think about the condition of the origin anymore.    The condition
of the origin has appeared.

The self manifests itself in a condition in which it must think.    That is the incomplete
condition.    And it also manifests itself in a condition in which it is not necessary to think after it
has completed the process of growing and developing.    

We talk about the functioning of consciousness.    This is the same thing as the activity of
thought.    When one becomes the complete being it’s not necessary to think.    When the com-
plete being is manifest then it manifests the total complete activity of consciousness.    This is
what we mean when we say hannya, or prajna, the Buddhist wisdom.    Whether you call it prajna
or the activity of wisdom (or faith), it doesn’t matter what you call it, but if I read a teisho or hear
a teisho by some Roshi immediately I can see whether that Roshi has grasped this principle, or
whether he or she is just a blind fool of a Roshi.    I really have to say that these days some really
terrible books of teishos have come up.    But the people reading these books don’t know any-
thing either.    They’re completely blind to the truth too, and so they think “Well, this book has
been written by some famous Roshi.    I better believe it.”    So for the sake of the blind these
books of blind teishos are written, and they seem to sell a lot of copies.

But anyway leaving aside that other problem for a moment, what Rinzai is saying is that
you must carefully investigate this natural principle, this activity of the two mutually opposing
activities of living and dying unifying and facing one another over and over again, and then that
world which is called the world of the origin breaks apart, and when that world breaks apart the
worlds of past, present, and future appear, and then the worlds of past, present, and future again
disappear back into the condition of the origin.    I just said that the condition of the origin is the
activity of zero, the activity of emptiness.    The reason why we call it the activity of emptiness or
zero is because the condition of the origin is acting will-lessly.    

The activity of the origin which is happening without will is the activity of prajna, the ac-
tivity of perfected wisdom.    The activities of thinking or wanting to know, or doubting, these are
the kind of activities which are brought into being by the incomplete activity of consciousness.    

In order to manifest the wisdom of what is the difference between the world of the origin
and this human world I had to pee blood, I had to bleed out of my pores, and that is why I, (who
am now looking forward to dying), talk to you about this over and over again.      I’m talking to
you for the one purpose of having you be able to manifest the wisdom which can unmistakably
grasp this principle so please listen without getting tired of listening to the same talk.    Soon I
will die, so this kind of teisho that I’m giving is my present to you before I die.    Everybody lis-
ten as if you are listening to my will and testament, my present before I die to you.    But there’s
really nothing I can do about the way you listen.    For the people that are blind to the truth they’ll
just think, “Roshi is just going on and on saying whatever he wants to say again, better to just
take a nap.”

So now I’d like to take two or three koans that were handed down to us from the patri-
archs and explain them. 

I’ve been telling you that the condition of the source is the condition of the manifestation
of true love, and also the condition of the manifestation of the activity of zero.    According to
Tathagata Zen, or maybe I should call it Patriarch Zen, if I change the name to this Zen (we are
practicing) and call it Patriarch Zen maybe you would perk up your ears and listen, so let’s call it
Patriarch Zen, so according to Patriarch Zen of China the condition of the origin, the acting of
the origin is also the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west.    It doesn’t matter if he
went east, west, north, or south.    But because Bodhidharma came from India to China we say
the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west.    And it goes without saying, of course the
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meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west is the condition of the unification of subject and
object, the condition of the origin.    To say the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west
we can also say your original face.    But the Roshis these days, especially these novice, green
Roshis they seem to even forget that the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west, the
meaning of one’s original face is the manifestation of true love, (and they just are playing around
using these koans), and so I guess it’s pretty fair to say that Zen these days has really fallen
down, is in a corrupted state. 

So just to take up this one thought of the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west
or one’s original face or the manifestation of true love and explain it, and then I’ll end teisho for
today.    

In the Tang dynasty a monk came to the master Joshu and asked him what in the world is
the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west, how can I manifest true love, how can I
manifest my true original face.    This koan finally is something we can relate to. (Now, saying it
like that, this koan becomes something we can relate to, something that is relevant to us.)    And
how did Joshu answer?    He looked out into the garden and said, “Oak tree in the garden.”    And
this answer became extremely famous in Chinese (Tang dynasty) Zen.    Why?    The reason why
it’s such a famous story is because Joshu did this action of one’s whole body.    He took his whole
body and made love to the oak tree that was standing in the garden.    There was no Joshu sepa-
rate from the oak tree in the garden, there was no oak tree in the garden different from Joshu.    If
you can really grasp this tenet, this principle, then Zen practice will be totally simple for you.    It
will be simply like dancing (and singing) around in the courtyard.    There’s no meaning to it.
Among my students I think that if I say, “There’s no meaning,” then people will start popping up
in front of me mimicking me and saying, “There’s no meaning.”    But the bunch of jerks who go
around saying, “There’s no meaning,” those are the ones who are most tied up by meaning.    

If you do Zen practice a little bit more you’ll receive this koan of Joshu’s oak tree in the
garden, and I think actually there are some people who are working on this koan now.    Joshu
clearly showed this monk who asked the question the condition of the source.    Joshu made com-
plete relationship with the oak tree in the garden and manifested the great absolute space.    With-
out manifesting the wisdom which clearly grasps this principle Roshi will never acknowledge
that you have really understood this koan.    

But once one has manifested this condition is it possible to remain in this condition for-
ever.    If one could then the human world would never appear.    The words of past, present, and
future would never appear.    But we all of us are living in the human world, so if this were the
case this koan would be irrelevant to us.

The condition of true love, the condition of zero without fail, without fixating itself will
burst open.    And when it does break open immediately the worlds of past, present, and future
will appear.    But before the appearance of the worlds of past, present, and future the condition of
the origin was doing an activity of on the one hand the unification of plus and minus, and on the
other hand the facing of plus and minus over and over again, so the oak tree in the garden of
Joshu is acting.    But these days the Zen in Japan has really collapsed and fallen into saying the
condition of the origin is a condition where no wind blows.    To say no wind blows means that
there’s no activity of consciousness happening, but not understanding the true meaning of “no
wind blows” people are teaching in a mistaken way.    The activity of the condition of the origin
is the activity of true love.    It’s an activity nobody knows, nobody sees, not even your self can
see it, but it is acting.    Zero is doing the activity of zero.    If you can manifest the wisdom which
grasps the activity of zero then you will become a great mathematician.    There are some profes-
sors of mathematics here so please ask them, and say, “Is it really true that the condition of zero
isn’t fixated, that the condition of zero is doing the activity of zero,” and that great mathemati-
cian will just chuckle and say, “Umhmmm, it’s just the way Roshi says it is.”

In the Zen which is popular in Japan after the end of world war two everyone seems to
love going around saying, “No wind blows in the condition of the origin,” but if they come
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around here, BAM, they’d get it from me.    But without understanding the principle behind why
I punch they’ll get all upset, “Why did Roshi hit me?!?!”    So they might get really upset and go
after me thinking, “Why did Roshi hit me.” (But I’ll just think, “Oh, the condition of the origin
has become angry,” and laugh.)    

The oak tree in the garden of Joshu inevitably without fixating will break open and the
world of past, present, and future will appear.    And again the present self will appear.    And si-
multaneously with the appearance of the self is the appearance of the worlds of past and future.
This angry self that has appeared is it the self of the future or the self of the past?    It’s the self of
the present, isn’t it?    When the angry self appears what is it angry about?    Is it angry with the
past or is it angry with the future?    (But the angry one’s don’t understand this principle)    It’s
just like a totally blind person peeing anywhere they want.    They’re just angry they don’t know
why they’re angry, they don’t know the principle of anything, so what can I do?    I just laugh at
them.          

When the worlds of past, present, and future appear again that’s what we call the world of
resurrection.    When the resurrected world appears then finally one meets up again with the hu-
man world and can say, “Ah, that was great.”      Or one might think,  “Oh, the human world
again?!    I have to go to work again?!”    Then a new koan will appear.    Your self is the present
so how does the present self look upon past?    How does the present self look upon the future?
How does the present self look upon the oak tree?    This is a new koan.    Maybe you can almost
say that Zen in Japan ended after world war two but there might be a few remaining survivors, I
don’t know, but anyway I’d like to end teisho today by asking you to manifest the wisdom that
can clearly understand how it is that the present (resurrected) self looks upon the future, and how
does it look upon the past?
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